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Abstract 
 

In this paper, we introduce a new concept called generalized ring signcryption (GRSC), which 
can achieve ring signature and ring signcryption functions with only one key pair and one 
algorithm. It is very useful for a system which has a large number of users, or has limited 
storage space, or whose function requirements may be changed later. We give a formal 
definition and a security model of GRSC and propose a concrete scheme based on bilinear 
pairings. In the random oracle model, the scheme’s confidentiality can be proved under the 
GBDH assumption, and its unforgeability can be proved under 'GDH assumption, and what is 
more, this scheme also allows unconditional anonymity. Compared with other identity-based 
ring signcryption schemes that use bilinear pairings as well, our scheme is a highly efficient 
one. 
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1. Introduction 

Identity-based public key cryptosystem was first introduced by Shamir [1] in 1984. Its main 
purpose is to simplify the public key certificate management in the traditional public key 
cryptosystem. It uses the user’s name or his/her IP address, etc. as his/her public key so that the 
public key certificate is no longer needed. Then a trusted third party called the private key 
generator (PKG) generates all users’ private keys, which brings a new problem called the 
private key escrow problem. But it is still very useful in the scenario where the PKG is trusted 
absolutely.  

In general, we use encryption to realize confidentiality and signature to realize 
authentication. When both are needed at the same time, the traditional method would involve 
two steps, that is, the sign-then-encrypt approach. Signcryption is a cryptographic primitive 
that performs both confidentiality and authentication in a single logic step, and compared with 
the traditional approach, it can greatly reduce computational costs and communicational 
overheads.  

Ring signature was first introduced by Rivest et al. [2] in 2001. When a signer wants to sign 
a document in an anonymous way, he/she can conscript other n-1 persons to form a ring and 
sign the document with his/her private key and the others’ public keys. Any verifier can be 
convinced that the signature is made by one member of the ring but does not know exactly who 
the signer is, nor do they know whether two signatures are issued by the same signer. A similar 
concept is the group signature [3]. In a group signature scheme, there exists a group manager 
who can revoke the anonymity, and this group manager must manage users’ joining and 
leaving. However, in the ring signature scheme, the anonymity is irrevocable, no group 
manager is needed and the ring is ad hoc. The other n-1 persons are even unaware that their 
public keys have been included in the ring. The ring signature has been found in many 
practical applications since its introduction, such as whistle blowing [2], ad hoc network 
authentication [4], e-voting [5], e-auction [6], concurrent signature [7], and designated verifier 
signature [8].  

The ring signature allows an actual signer to sign a document in an anonymous way. But 
sometimes we do not want everyone to see the document. For example, in e-auction, we just 
want the auction manager to see the document. In order to address this situation, Huang et al. 
[9] extended ring signature to ring signcryption in 2005, which allows someone anonymously 
sign a document but only the receiver can see it.  

However, under some circumstances, we may sometimes want to use the ring signature and 
sometimes the ring signcryption, so we must hold two key pairs and use two algorithms - one 
for ring signature and the other for ring signcryption. But is there a way to use only one key 
pair and one algorithm to realize both these functions?  

From the perspective of efficiency, using only one key pair and one algorithm to realize 
both functions will not only save storage space, simplify key management and reduce the cost 
of key verification, but simplify system deployment as well.  

Haber et al. [10] were the first to study the subject of encryption and signature sharing the 
same key pair in the PKI (public key infrastructure) setting in 2001, which they called the 
combined public key cryptosystem. They concluded that one key pair being shared between an 
encryption and a signature is not necessarily safe, so they gave some concrete schemes where 
it is secure for both encryption and signature to share one key pair.  

At the same time, Han et al. [11] also introduced the concept of generalized signcryption, 
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which is a natural extension of Zheng’s signcryption. Generalized signcryption can realize 
encryption, signature and signcryption with only one key pair and one algorithm. Its purpose is 
to save the storage space of keys and programs, simplify key management and system 
deployment and reduce the time spent on verifying the keys, which is consistent with what the 
combined public key cryptosystem is created for.  

The combined public key cryptosystem considered sharing the same key pair between 
different cryptographic primitives, but failed to consider sharing the same algorithm. If we can 
share the same algorithm, we will be able to further save the storage space of the system, and 
reduce the costs arising from changes in system functions, and simplify the system 
implementation. For example, previously a system could only perform encryption. Due to 
some reason, it is required to perform the signature function as well. If a combined public key 
cryptosystem is already used, the new requirement will not result in more keys, but with the 
new signature function added, the system has to be re-programmed and re-deployed. On the 
other hand, generalized signcryption considered sharing the same key pair and algorithm 
between encryption, signature and signcryption. However, it included encryption in its system, 
making it difficult to extend it to the ring cryptosystem, as we do not have the ring encryption. 
In this paper, we extend the generalized signcryption to ring cryptosystem without encryption. 
In other words, we explore the possibility of sharing the same key pair and algorithm between 
the ring signature and the ring signcryption, which we call the generalized ring signcryption.  

We give a formal definition and a security model of GRSC in the identity-based setting, and 
propose a concrete scheme in the random oracle model by using bilinear pairings. Our scheme 
is highly efficient as it only needs a constant number of pairing computations, while in many 
ring signature and ring signcryption schemes in the literature, the pairing computations often 
grow linearly with the ring size n. Then we prove the confidentiality of our scheme under the 
GBDH assumption and the unforgeability of ours under the 'GDH assumption, and also 
demonstrate that ours allows unconditional anonymity. Through efficiency analysis, we show 
that our scheme is highly efficient. Finally, we give an application example. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review previous works on the 
combined public key cryptosystem, generalized signcryption, ring signature and ring 
signcryption. In Section 3, we introduce the concept of bilinear pairing, some complexity 
assumptions and the algorithm constitution and a security model of identity-based GRSC. In 
Section 4, we propose an efficient identity-based GRSC scheme in the random oracle model. 
In Section 5, we discuss the security and efficiency of the proposed scheme and give an 
application example. We conclude the paper in Section 6. 

2. Related Work 
Harber and Pinkas studied the subject of one key pair being shared between an encryption and 
a signature in 2001, and gave some secure schemes. Later, Coron et al. [12] proved that the 
PSS [13] scheme can be used for encryption and signature with the same key pair in 2002. 
Komano et al. [14] gave a scheme with a tighter security reduction in 2003. Vasco et al. [15] 
discussed the combined public key cryptosystem in the identity-based setting in 2008, and 
gave an example that an IND-CCA2 (indistinguishability of ciphertexts under adaptive chosen 
ciphertext attacks) secure public key encryption scheme and an EUF-CMA (existential 
unforgeability against chosen message attacks) secure signature scheme are no longer secure 
when they share the same key pair. Paterson et al. [16] revisited the combined public key 
cryptosystem in 2011, and gave a general construction and a concrete construction in the 
standard model respectively. Further they gave a scheme where encryption, signature and 
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signcryption share the same key pair. Degabriele et al. [17] discussed the combined public key 
cryptosystem in the EMV (Europay, MasterCard and VISA) card setting in 2012. In the same 
year, Chen et al. [18] discussed the combined public key cryptosystem in the attribute-based 
cryptosystem setting. Bellare et al. [19] introduced the key-versatile signature in 2014, which 
allows one to sign with keys already in use for another purpose.  

Han et al. [11] introduced the concept of generalized signcryption in 2006, and proposed a 
concrete scheme in the PKI setting. Wang et al. [20] pointed out some security flaws in scheme 
[11] and improved it, giving a security model for generalized signcryption schemes for the 
first time in 2007. Lal and Kushwah [21] gave a security model of the identity-based 
generalized signcryption and a concrete scheme in 2008. Yu et al. [22] pointed out that the 
security model introduced in [21] is not complete, and gave a new security model and a 
concrete provably secure scheme in 2010. In the same year, Kushwah and Lal [23] simplified 
the security model introduced in [22], and proposed a more efficient identity-based 
generalized signcryption scheme. Han and Gui [24] proposed a multi-receiver generalized 
signcryption scheme in 2009. Ji et al. [25] gave for the first time a certificateless generalized 
signcryption scheme and security model in 2010. In the same year, Kushwah and Lal [23] 
pointed out that the scheme [25] is insecure and proposed a new one. Zhou et al. [26] proposed 
a new certificateless generalized signcryption scheme which is secure against the 
malicious-but-passive key generation center attack in 2014. Wei et al. [27] proposed an 
identity-based generalized signcryption scheme in the standard model in 2015. In the same 
year, Zhou [28] pointed out that the multi-receiver generalized signcryption scheme [24] is 
insecure and improved it, and Han et al. [29] proposed a generalized signcryption scheme in 
the attribute-based setting. 

Ring signature was first introduced by Rivest et al. [2] in 2001. Abe et al. [30] proposed a 
ring signature scheme which uses RSA-type keys and DL-type keys to form a ring in 2002. Lv 
et al. [31] introduced the verifiable ring signature in 2003. In the verifiable ring signature, the 
actual signer can prove that he/she is the actual signer at a later stage. Liu et al. [32] introduced 
the linkable ring signature in 2004. In the linkable ring signature, two ring signatures can be 
linked if they are produced by the same signer. In the same year, Liu et al. [33] introduced 
three kinds of security models and two kinds of attacks called group-changing-attack and 
multiple-known-signature existential forgery to ring signature schemes. In the same year, 
Herranz et al. [34] introduced the ring forking lemma for the security proof of ring signatures. 
Bender et al. [35] introduced the strongest security models for the ring signature schemes by 
considering insider corruption attacks in 2006. In addition, the identity-based ring signature 
[36], certificateless ring signature [37], proxy ring signature [38] and blind ring signature [39], 
etc. were also proposed. 

Huang et al. [9] extended ring signature to ring signcryption and proposed a concrete 
scheme in the identity-based setting in 2005, but the ciphertext of their scheme is too long. Zhu 
et al. [40] proposed an efficient identity-based ring signcryption scheme to reduce the 
ciphertext size in 2008. In the same year, Zhang et al. [41] introduced an identity-based ring 
signcryption scheme in which the actual signcrypter can prove that he/she is the actual 
signcrypter in a later stage. But unfortunately, Li et al. [42] pointed out that scheme [41] is 
insecure and improved it. Zhang et al. [43] proposed an efficient identity-based ring 
signcryption scheme to improve the efficiency of existing schemes in 2009. Deng et al. [44] 
proposed an identity-based ring signcryption scheme in 2014. But the pairing computations 
required in their scheme is linear with the ring size n. Other schemes proposed include the 
certificateless ring signcryption [45], the attribute-based ring signcryption [46] and the 
threshold ring signcryption [47], etc. 
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3. Preliminaries 

3.1 Bilinear pairing 
Let 1G  and 2G  be two multiplicative cyclic groups of prime order q  and g  be a generator of 

1G . The map 211: GGGe →×  is said to be an admissible bilinear pairing if the following three 
conditions hold. 

(1) Bilinearity: for all qZba ∈, , 1, GQP ∈ , we have abba QPeQPe ),(),( = . 
(2) Non-degeneracy: 

2
1),( Ggge ≠ . 

(3) Computability: for all 1, GQP ∈ , there exists an efficient algorithm to compute ),( QPe . 

3.2 Complexity assumption 
(1) Bilinear Diffie-Hellman (BDH) Problem: 
Given 4

1),,,( GcPbPaPP ∈  for unknown qZcba ∈,, , one must compute abcPPe ),( . 
The advantage of any probabilistic polynomial time (PPT) algorithm A in solving the BDH 

problem in ),,( 21 eGG  is defined to be: ],,,),(),,,(Pr[ q
abcBDH

A ZcbaPPecPbPaPPAADV ∈== . 
BDH assumption: for every PPT algorithm A, BDH

AADV  is negligible. 
(2) Decisional Bilinear Diffie-Hellman (DBDH) Problem:  
Given 2

4
1),,,,( GGTcPbPaPP ×∈  for unknown qZcba ∈,, , one must decide whether abcPPeT ),(= . 

The advantage of any PPT algorithm A in solving the DBDH problem in ),,( 21 eGG  is 
defined to be: 

 ],,,1)),(,,,,(Pr[],,,1),,,,(Pr[ q
abc

q
DBDH

A ZcbaPPecPbPaPPAZcbaTcPbPaPPAADV ∈=−∈== . 
DBDH assumption: for every PPT algorithm A, DBDH

AADV  is negligible. 
(3) Gap Bilinear Diffie-Hellman (GBDH) Problem [48]:  
Given 4

1),,,( GcPbPaPP ∈  for unknown qZcba ∈,, , one must compute abcPPe ),(  with the help of a 
DBDH oracle. 

The advantage of any PPT algorithm A in solving the GBDH problem in ),,( 21 eGG  is 
defined to be: ],,,),(),,,(Pr[ q

abcoGBDH
A ZcbaPPecPbPaPPAADV ∈== , where o denotes a DBDH 

oracle. 
GBDH assumption: for every PPT algorithm A, GBDH

AADV  is negligible. 
(4) Computational Diffie-Hellman (CDH) Problem: 
Given 3

1),,( GbPaPP ∈  for unknown qZba ∈, , one must compute abP . 
The advantage of any PPT algorithm A in solving the CDH problem in 1G  is defined to be: 

],,),,(Pr[ q
CDH
A ZbaabPbPaPPAADV ∈== . 

CDH assumption: for every PPT algorithm A, CDH
AADV  is negligible. 

(5) Gap Diffie-Hellman ( 'GDH ) Problem [48]: 
Given 3

1),,( GbPaPP ∈  for unknown qZba ∈, , one must compute abP  with the help of a DBDH 
oracle. 

The advantage of any PPT algorithm A in solving the 'GDH  problem in ),,( 21 eGG  is defined 

to be: ],,),,(Pr[
'

q
oGDH

A ZbaabPbPaPPAADV ∈== , where o denotes a DBDH oracle.         
'GDH assumption: for every PPT algorithm A, 

'GDH
AADV  is negligible. 
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3.3 Definition of the identity-based generalized ring signcryption 
 
An identity-based GRSC scheme consists of the following four algorithms, involving the ring 

),...,,( 21 nIDIDIDL = , the sender sID  ( },...,2,1{ ns∈ ), and the receiver rID  ( rID  may be null):  
(1) )1( kSetup : Given a security parameter k1 , the PKG generates a master secret key s  and a 

common parameter params . params  are public to all. PKG keeps the secret key s  
private. 

(2) ),,( IDsparamsExtract : On input of params  and a user’s identity ID, the PKG uses s  to 
generate a private key IDD , and then sends it to the user securely. 

(3) GRSC : This algorithm has two modes: the ring signature mode and the ring signcryption 
mode. 

),,,,(mod rID IDDLmParamsesignatureRing
s

− : If the input of the receiver’s identity rID  is null, 
it runs in this mode. Other inputs are the message m , the params , the ring 

),...,,( 21 nIDIDIDL =  and the actual signer’s private key 
sIDD  ( },...,2,1{ ns∈ ). It generates a 

ring signature σ  on ),( Lm . 
),,,,(mod rID IDDLmParamseonsigncryptiRing

s
− : If the input of the receiver’s identity rID  is 

not null, it runs in this mode. Other inputs are the message m , the params , the ring 
),...,,( 21 nIDIDIDL = , the sender’s private key 

sIDD  ( },...,2,1{ ns∈ ). It generates a ring 
signcryption σ  on ),( Lm . 

(4) GRSCUN − : This algorithm also has two modes: the ring signature verification mode and 
the ring un-signcryption mode. 

),,,(mod rIDLParamseonverificatisignatureRing σ− : If the input of the receiver’s identity rID  
is null, it runs in this mode. Any person can verify the validity of the ring signature σ . If 
it is correct, the ring signature is accepted. 

),,,,(mod
rIDr DIDLParamseonsigncryptiunRing σ−− : If the input of the receiver’s identity rID  

is not null, it runs in this mode. The receiver rID  uses his private key 
rIDD  to recover the 

message m  and verify the validity of the ring signcryption σ . If it is correct, the ring 
signcryption is accepted.  

For consistency, we require if ),,,,( rID IDDLmParamsGRSC
s

=σ , then 
trueIDLParamsGRSCUN r =− ),,,( σ  for rID  is null or mDIDLParamsGRSCUN

rIDr =− ),,,,( σ  for rID  
is not null. 
 
3.4 Security model of identity-based generalized ring signcryption 
 
To be secure, an identity-based generalized ring signcryption scheme must be confidential (in 
the ring signcryption mode), unforgeable (in both modes), and signer ambiguous (in both 
modes). 
Definition 1 (confidentiality) 
An identity-based GRSC scheme is semantically secure against the adaptive chosen ciphertext 
and chosen id attacks (IND-ID-GRSC-CCA for short) in the ring signcryption mode if no PPT 
adversary A has a non-negligible advantage in the following game: 
(1) Setup : The challenger C runs the setup algorithm to generate a master secret key s  and a 
common parameter params . C gives params  to A and keeps s  secret. 
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(2) 1Phase : A can make the following polynomially bounded number of queries adaptively. 
(a) queriesExtract : A produces an identity ID to query for its private key. C runs the extract 
algorithm to produce a IDD  and returns it to A. 
(b) queriesGRSC : A produces a message m , a ring ),...,,( 21 nIDIDIDL = , and a receiver’s identity 

rID . Here if rID  is null, it is equal to a ring signature query or else it is equal to a ring 
signcryption query. C randomly selects an index s from L, extracts its private key 

sIDD , and 
then runs the GRSC algorithm and returns the output σ  to A.  
(c) queriesGRSCUN − : A produces a σ , a ring ),...,,( 21 nIDIDIDL = , and a receiver’s identity rID . 
Here if rID  is null, it is equal to a ring signature verification query or else it is equal to a ring 
un-signcryption query. If it is a ring signature verification query, C runs the UN-GPSC 
algorithm to return true or false to A. If it is a ring un-signcryption query, C first extracts the 
private key of rID , and then runs the UN-GPSC algorithm to return the plaintext m  or an 
invalid symbol ⊥  to A;  
(3) Challenge : The attacker A selects two equal-length but different messages 10 ,mm , a ring 

),...,,( **
2

*
1

*
nIDIDIDL = , and a challenge identity *

rID  ( *
rID must not be null). Here A is not allowed 

to make the extraction query to identity *
rID . C randomly selects a bit }1,0{∈b  and an index s 

from *L , extracts its private key *
sID

D , and computes ),,,( ***
* rIDb IDDLmGRSC
s

=σ . Then C gives 
*σ  to A.  

(4) 2Phase : The attacker A can adaptively make a series of queries like in Phase 1, but he 
cannot make an extraction query of identity *

rID  and cannot make a UN-GRSC query to 
),,( ***

rIDLσ .  
(5) Guess : When the attacker A wants to end the game, he/she must give his/her guess }1,0{' ∈b . 
If bb =' , he/she wins the game. 
   The advantage of the adversary A is defined as: 1]Pr[2:)( ' −==−−− bbAAdv CCAGRSCIDIND . 
Note: We allow the attacker A to make queries about the secret keys of the ring *L  in the 
challenge stage, but these insider attackers cannot breach the security of the scheme. 
Definition 2 (unforgeability) 
An identity-based GRSC scheme is existentially unforgeable against the adaptive chosen 
message and chosen id attacks (EUF-ID-GRSC-CMA for short) in the ring signature mode or 
ring signcryption mode if no PPT adversary A has a non-negligible advantage in the following 
game: 
(1) Setup : it is the same as in the confidentiality game. 
(2) Attack : the attacker A can issue the same queries as in the confidentiality game. 
(3) Forgery : The attacker A outputs a forged ciphertext *σ (which may be a ring signature or 
ring signcryption) on message *m  and ring ),...,,( **

2
*
1

*
nIDIDIDL = , and the receiver is *

rID  ( *
rID  

may be null). The ciphertext *σ  is not the output of GRSC query. A does not make extraction 
queries of any users in the ring ),...,,( **

2
*
1

*
nIDIDIDL = , and *σ  can pass through the validity of 

UN-GRSC.  
A’s advantage is its probability of victory.    

Note: We allow the attacker A to make a query about the secret key of the receiver *
rID  (if *

rID  
is not null) in the forgery stage, but the insider attacker *

rID  cannot breach the security of the 
scheme. 
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Note: In the above forgery stage, *
rID  may be null. If *

rID  is null, it runs in the ring signature 
mode or else it runs in the ring signcryption mode. So the two modes share the same game.  
Definition 3 (signer ambiguity)  
An identity-based generalized ring signcryption scheme is unconditionally signer-ambiguous 
if for any ciphertext ),,,,( ****

* rID
IDDLmParamsGRSC

s
=σ  (which may be a ring signature or a ring 

signcryption), where ),...,,( **
2

*
1

*
nIDIDIDL =  and },...,2,1{ ns∈ , any verifier A even with unbounded 

computing resources, cannot identify the actual signer or signcrypter with a probability better 
than a random guess. In othwe words, A can only output the actual signer or signcrypter sID  
with a probability no better than n1  ( )1(1 −n if A is in the signers set). 

4. An Efficient Identity-Based Generalized Ring Signcryption Scheme 
 
4.1 The concrete scheme 
 
Setup：Given a security parameter k1 , the PKG selects two cyclic groups ),( 1 +G  and ),( 2 ⋅G  of 
prime order q , a generator P  of 1G , a bilinear map 211: GGGe →× , and three hash functions: 

1
*

1 }1,0{: GH → , lH }1,0{}1,0{: *
2 → , **

3 }1,0{: qZH → . l  represents the bit length of a message. Then 
the PKG randomly selects *

qZs∈  as the master secret key, and sets sPPpub =  as the master 
public key. In addition, the PKG defines a special function f . If the receiver’s identity rID  is 
null then 0)( =rIDf ; else 1)( =rIDf . The system public parameters are 

},,,,,,,,,{ 32121 fHHHPPqGGe pub . 
Extract: Let uID  be a user’s identity. The PKG computes his private key as )( uID IDQsD

u
⋅= , 

)()( 1 uu IDHIDQ = . 
GRSC: Let },......,,{ 21 nIDIDIDL = , lm }1,0{∈ , and rID  be the receiver. The actual signer’s private 
key is 

sIDD , ns ≤≤1 . He/she produces the generalized ring signcryption },,...,,,,{ 21 VUUURc n=σ  
as follows:  

(1) Computes )( rIDf . 
(2) Randomly chooses *

qZt ∈ , and computes tPIDfR r ⋅= )( , )(),( r
r

IDft
IDpub QPew ⋅= , 

mQQQRwHIDfc
nIDIDIDr ⊕⋅= ),...,,,,()(

212 . 
(3) Randomly chooses 1GUi ∈  and computes ),,,(3 rIDii QULcHh =  for }{\},...,1{ sni∈ . 

(4) Randomly chooses *
qs Zr ∈ , and computes )(

,1
∑

≠=

+−=
n

sii
iIDiss UQhPrU

i
, 

),,,(3 rIDss QULcHh = , and 
sIDspubs DhPrV += . 

UN-GRSC: Given a generalized ring signcryption ciphertext },,...,,,,{ 21 VUUURc n=σ  on (m,L). 
The verifier does the following. 

If OR = ( O represents the point at infinity), σ  is a ring signature. 
(1) Computes ),,,(3 rIDii QULcHh = , for },...,2,1{ ni∈ . 

(2) Verifies whether ))(,(),(
1
∑
=

+=
n

i
iIDipub UQhPeVPe

i
. 

If OR ≠ , σ  is a ring signcryption. 
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(1) Computes ),,,(3 rIDii QULcHh = , for },...,2,1{ ni∈ . 

(2) Verifies whether ))(,(),(
1
∑
=

+=
n

i
iIDipub UQhPeVPe

i
. 

(3) If the above equation holds true, he/she computes ),(
rIDDRew = ,             

cQQQRwHm
nIDIDID ⊕= ),...,,,,(

212 . 
 
4.2 Adaptation : 
 
The scheme is an adaptive scheme that can switch to two different modes according to the 
receiver’s identity rID . If the input of the receiver’s identity rID  is null, then it works in the 
ring signature mode or else it works in the ring signcryption mode. So these two modes share 
the same algorithm, and we can use the same key pair to ring-sign or ring-signcrypt a 
document. 
 

5. Analysis of the Proposed Scheme 
 
5.1 Correctness 
 

(1) ),(),(
sIDspubs DhPrPeVPe += ),(

sIDsspub QhPrPe +=  

))(,(
,1

si IDs

n

sii
iIDispub QhUQhUPe +++= ∑

≠=

 

))(,(
1
∑
=

+=
n

i
iIDipub UQhPe

i
 

(2)  ),(),(),(
rrr IDID

t
IDpub DResQtPeQPew ===  

 
5.2 Confidentiality 
 
Theorem 1.  In the random oracle model, if there is a PPT attacker A  having non-negligible 
advantage ε  against the IND-ID-GRSC-CCA security of our scheme running in the ring 
signcryption mode when running in time T  and performing at most GRSCq  GRSC queries, 

GRSCUNq −  UN-GRSC queries, 
1Hq  1H  queries, 

2Hq  2H  queries, 
3Hq  3H  queries and Eq  

extraction queries, then GBDH problem can be solved with a probability 
of )21()11(1

11

' k
GRSCUNHH qqq −−⋅−⋅⋅≥ εε  in a time 

))()))(((('
pGRSCUNGRSCeGRSCmEGRSCUNGRSC tqqtqtqnqqOTT ⋅++⋅+⋅+⋅++≤ −− , where mt , et  and pt  

represent the time for a scalar multiplication on 1G , an exponentiation on 2G  and a pairing 
operation respectively.  
 
Proof. Our proof is partially similar to scheme [48]. Let’s suppose the challenger C  is given 

4
1),,,( GcPCbPBaPAP ∈===  for random *,, qZcba ∈ . C  does not know the values of a , b  and c , 

and is asked to compute abcPPe ),(  with the help of a DBDH oracle. To utilize the adversary A , 
the challenger C  will simulate extraction oracle, GRSC oracle, UN-GRSC oracle, 1H oracle, 

2H oracle and 3H  oracle to provide responses to A ’s queries. C  maintains three lists 1L , 2L  
and 3L , which are initially empty. We assume all queries in the following are distinct and A  
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will ask for )(1 IDH  before ID  is used in any other queries. In the beginning, C  gives the 
system parameters params  to A  with aPPpub =  and he randomly selects a number 

},...,2,1{
1Hq∈q . 

1H  queries: On the i-th query ID , if q≠i  C  randomly selects *
qZx∈  and repeats the process 

until x  is not in the list 1L  and sets xPQID = . Then C  stores ),,( xIDi  in the list 1L  and returns 
IDQ  to A . Otherwise, C  stores ),,( −IDq  in the list 1L  and returns bPQID =

q
 to A . 

2H  queries: A  supplies an item ),...,,,,(
21 nIDIDID QQQRw . C  does the following. 

(1) C  checks if the DBDH oracle returns 1 when queried with the tuple ),,,( wcPbPaP . If it 
is, C  returns w  and stops. 

(2) Otherwise, C  goes through the list 2L  with entries ),,...,,,(*, 221
hQQQR

nIDIDID , so that for 
different values of 2h , the DBDH oracle returns 1 when queried on the tuple 

),,,( wRbPaP . If such a tuple exists, C  returns 2h  and replaces the symbol * with w . 
(3) Otherwise, C  randomly selects lh }1,0{2 ∈  and repeats the process until 2h  is not in the 

list 2L . C  stores the item ),,...,,,,( 221
hQQQRw

nIDIDID  in the list 2L , and returns 2h  to A . 

3H  queries: A  supplies an item ),,,(
rIDi QULc . C  randomly selects *

3 qZh ∈  and repeats the 
process until 3h  is not in the list 3L . C  stores the item ),,,,( 3hQULc

rIDi  in the list 3L , and 
returns 3h  to A . 
Extract queries: A  supplies an identity ID , C  searches in the list 1L  on ID  and obtains 

),,( xIDi . If q=i  then C  outputs failure and aborts. Otherwise, C  returns )(aPx . 
GRSC queries: A  produces a message m , a ring ),...,,( 21 nIDIDIDL = , and a receiver’s identity 

rID . Here if rID  is null, it is equal to a ring signature query or else it is equal to a ring 
signcryption query. C randomly selects an index s from L. 

(1) qIDIDs ≠ . C  runs the GRSC algorithm as normal because C  can get the private key of 
sID . 
(2) qIDIDs = . C  produces the GRSC ciphertext as follows. 

(a) Computes )( rIDf . 
(b) Randomly selects *

qZt ∈  and computes tPIDfR r ⋅= )( , )(),( r
r

IDft
IDpub QPew ⋅= and 

mQQQRwHIDfc
nIDIDIDr ⊕⋅= ),...,,,,()(

212 . 
(c) Randomly selects 1GUi ∈  and computes ),,,(3 rIDii QULcHh =  for }{\},...,1{ sni∈ . 

(d) Randomly selects *, qs Zhz ∈  and computes )(
,1
∑

≠=

+−−=
n

sii
iIDiIDss UQhQhzPU

is
. 

(e) Saves item ),,,,( sIDs hQULc
r

 to the list 3L . If a collision occurs in the list 3L , C  
repeats the step (d). 

(f) Computes )(aPzV =  and outputs the GRSC ciphertext },,...,,,,{ 21 VUUURc n=σ . 
UN-GRSC queries: A  produces a GRSC ciphertext },,...,,,,{ 21 VUUURc n=σ , a ring 

),...,,( 21 nIDIDIDL = , and a receiver’s identity rID . Here if rID  is null, it is equal to a ring 
signature verification query or else it is equal to a ring un-signcryption query. If it is a ring 
signature verification query, which just needs public parameters. If it is a ring un-signcryption 
query, consider two cases: 

(1) qIDIDr ≠ . C  runs the UN-GRSC algorithm as normal because C  can get the private 
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key of rID . 
(2) qIDIDr = . C  first runs the verification part of the UN-GRSC algorithm, which just 

needs public parameters. If the verification does not succeed, C  returns ⊥ . Otherwise, 
it means the verification of the UN-GRSC algorithm is correct. In this situation, C  
checks if a tuple ),,...,,,,( 221

hQQQRw
nIDIDID  exists in the list 2L , so that for some w , the 

DBDH oracle returns 1 when queried on ),,,( wRbPaP . If such a tuple exists, C  recovers 
the message m using the hash value 2h . Otherwise, C  randomly selects lh }1,0{2 ∈  and 
repeats the process until 2h  is not in the list 2L . C  stores the item 

),,...,,,(*, 221
hQQQR

nIDIDID  in the list 2L  and recovers the message m using the hash value 

2h . The symbol * denotes an unknown value of pairing. 
At last, the attacker A outputs two equal-length but different messages 10 ,mm , a ring 

),...,,( **
2

*
1

*
nIDIDIDL =  and a challenge identity *

rID . If qIDIDr ≠
* , C  outputs failure and aborts; 

otherwise C  proceeds to construct a challenge as follows. C  sets cPR =* , selects a random bit 
b, a random hash *

2h  and sets bmhc ⊕= *
2

* . C  randomly selects },...,2,1{ ns∈  and makes an 
extraction query to get the private key *

sID
D  of *

sID . C  randomly selects 1
* GUi ∈  and computes 

),,,( *
***

3
*

rIDii QULcHh =  for }{\},...,1{ sni∈ . C  randomly selects **
qs Zr ∈  and computes 

)(
,1

****
*∑

≠=

+−=
n

sii
iIDiss UQhPrU

i
, ),,,( *

***
3

*
rIDss QULcHh =  and *

***
sIDspubs DhPrV += . The challenge 

ciphertext },,...,,,,{ ***
2

*
1

*** VUUURc n=σ . 
In the second stage of the confidentiality game, A  can adaptively make a series of queries 

like before with the restrictions as in the confidentiality game. At last, A  must give out its 
guess. A  cannot find out that *σ  is not a valid ciphertext unless he/she asks for the hash value 
of ),...,,,,),(( **

2
*
1

**
2

nIDIDID
abc QQQRPPewH = . If this happens, C  will solve the GDBH problem due 

to the first step of 2H  oracle.  
Now we assess the probability of success. In the challenge stage, the probability of 

qIDIDr =
*  is 

1
1 Hq . The probability of A  querying the private key of qID  is 

1
1 Hq . In the 

UN-GRSC queries, the probability of C  rejecting a valid ciphertext does not exceed 
k

GRSCUNq 2− .  
The time complexity of C  depends on the scalar multiplication on 1G , the exponentiation 

on 2G  and pairing operations needed in all above queries. The extraction queries need )1(O  
scalar multiplications. The GRSC queries need )(nO  scalar multiplications, )1(O  
exponentiations and )1(O  pairings. The UN-GRSC queries need )(nO  scalar multiplications  
and )1(O  pairings. 

 
5.3 Unforgeability 
 
Theorem 2.  In the random oracle model, if there is a PPT attacker A  having non-negligible 
advantage k

nqH
V 27 ,3

≥ε ))1)...(1((
3333 , +−−= nqqqV HHHnqH

against the EUF-ID-GRSC-CMA 
security of our scheme running in the ring signature mode or ring signcryption mode when 
running in time T  and performing at most GRSCq  GRSC queries, GRSCUNq −  UN-GRSC queries, 

1Hq  1H  queries, 
2Hq  2H  queries, 

3Hq  3H  queries and Eq  extraction queries, then 'GDH  
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problem can be solved with a probability of )21()11(1)66(
113 ,

2' k
GRSCUNHHnq qqqV

H −−⋅−⋅⋅≥ εε  in 

a time ))()))(((('
pGRSCUNGRSCeGRSCmEGRSCUNGRSC tqqtqtqnqqOTT ⋅++⋅+⋅+⋅++≤ −− , where mt , et  and 

pt  represent the time for a scalar multiplication on 1G , an exponentiation on 2G  and a pairing 
operation respectively. 
Proof. Suppose the challenger C  is given 3

1),,( GbPBaPAP ∈==  for random *, qZba ∈ . C  does 
not know the values of a  and b , and is asked to compute abP  with the help of a DBDH oracle. 
To utilize the adversary A , the challenger C  will simulate extraction oracle, GRSC oracle, 
UN-GRSC oracle, 1H oracle, 2H oracle and 3H  oracle to provide responses to A ’s queries. C  
maintains three lists 1L , 2L  and 3L , which are initially empty. We assume all queries in the 
following are distinct and A  will ask for )(1 IDH  before ID  is used in any other queries. In the 
beginning, C  gives the system parameters params  to A  with aPPpub =  and he/she randomly 
selects a number },...,2,1{

1Hq∈q . 
The 1H , 3H , GRSC, UN-GRSC and extraction queries are the same as in Theorem 1. 
2H  queries: A  supplies an item ),...,,,,(

21 nIDIDID QQQRw . C  does the following. 
(1) C  goes through the list 2L  with entries ),,...,,,(*, 221

hQQQR
nIDIDID , so that for different 

values of 2h , the DBDH oracle returns 1 when queried on the tuple ),,,( wRbPaP . If 
such a tuple exists, C  returns 2h  and replaces the symbol * with w . 

(2) Otherwise, C  randomly selects lh }1,0{2 ∈  and repeats the process until 2h  is not in the 
list 2L . C  stores the item ),,...,,,,( 221

hQQQRw
nIDIDID  in the list 2L , and returns 2h  to A . 

At last, A  outputs a forged ciphertext },,...,,,,{ ***
2

*
1

*** VUUURc n=σ (it may be a ring signature 
or  ring signcryption) on message *m , ring ),...,,( **

2
*
1

*
nIDIDIDL =  and the receiver *

rID  ( *
rID  may 

be null). If *σ can pass the validation of UN-GRSC algorithm and A  does not violate the 
restrictions of Definition 2, according to the ring forking lemma [34], we can get two valid ring 
signatures },,...,,,{ ***

2
*
1

* VUUUm n  and },,...,,,{ '**
2

*
1

* VUUUm n  so that '*
ii hh ≠  for some },...,2,1{ ni∈  and 

'*
jj hh =  for all }{\},...,2,1{ inj∈ . If qIDIDi = , we can solve the 'GDH problem as follows: 

abPhhDhhVV ID )()( '*'*'*
qqqq q

−=−=− , 1'*'* ))(( −−−= qq hhVVabP . 
Now we assess the probability of success. In the forgery stage, the probability of qIDIDi =  is 

1
1 Hq . The probability of A  querying the private key of qID  is 

1
1 Hq . In the UN-GRSC queries, 

the probability of C  rejecting a valid ciphertext does not exceed k
GRSCUNq 2− . Combined with 

the ring forking lemma, the probability of C  success is 
)21()11(1)66(

113 ,
2' k

GRSCUNHHnq qqqV
H −−⋅−⋅⋅≥ εε . 

The time complexity of C  is the same as in Theorem 1.   
  
5.4 Signer ambiguity  
 
Theorem 3. Our scheme allows unconditional signer ambiguity.   
Proof. The proof is similar to scheme [49]. Since 1GUi ∈  for }{\},...,1{ sni∈ , sr , and t  are 
randomly selected, hence ),...,,( 21 nUUU  and R  are also uniformly distributed. c  does not 
contain any information about the actual signer or signcrypter. It still needs to consider 
whether 

sIDspubs DhPrV +=  leaks information about the actual signer or signcrypter. Let us 
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consider the following equation: 
),(),(

sIDspubs DhPrPeVPe +=  
),(

sIDsspub QhPrPe +=  
),(),(

sIDspubspub QhPePrPe ⋅=  

),())(,(
,1

si IDspub

n

sii
iIDispub QhPeUQhUPe ⋅+⋅+= ∑

≠=

 

It seems that an attacker can check whether jID  is the actual signer or signcrypter by 
checking whether the following equation holds: 

⋅=+⋅+ ∑
≠= ),(

),())(,(
,1 j

i
IDjpub

n

jii
iIDijpub QhPe

VPeUQhUPe  

However, the equation holds not only when j=s, but also when }{\},...,2,1{ snj∈∀ . i.e. the 
signature is symmetric.  

Thus, for any fixed message m  and fixed ring L , the distribution of },,...,,,,{ 21 VUUURc n=σ  
is independent and uniformly distributed no matter who is the actual signer or signcrypter. An 
attacker has no advantage in identifying the actual signer or signcrypter over random guessing. 
 
5.5 Comparison of performance 
 
We compare our scheme in the ring signcryption mode with other identity-based ring 
signcryption schemes using bilinear pairings, including Zhu et al.’s scheme [40], Li et al.’s 
scheme [42], Zhang et al.’s scheme [43] and Deng’s scheme [44]. The comparison is listed in 
Table 1. Pa , SM and Ex represent the pairing computation, scalar multiplication on 1G  and 
exponentiation on 2G  respectively. From Table 1, we can see that the pairing computations of 
scheme [44] is linear with the ring size n  in the signcryption and un-signcryption stages, 
while others just need constant pairing computations. The scalar multiplication computations 
of our scheme are the least in the signcryption stage ( 2n ≥ )  and are one of the least in the 
un-signcryption stage. The ciphertext sizes of all schemes are almost the same.  

In order to understand the comparison more directly, we use PBC library [50] to give out 
the concrete experimental data. The hardware platform is an Inter Core i7-4510U CPU 2.0 
GHz with 8 GB memory and the operating system is Windows 7 home basic 64-bit. The 
supersingular elliptic curve is xxyFE p += 32:/  with embedding degree 2, where q is a 160-bit 
Solinas prime 122 107159 ++  and p a 512-bit prime satisfying qhp =+1  (h is a multiple of 12). Its 
security level is equivalent to 80-bit AES. In this experimental environment, the average 
computational time of a pairing, a scalar multiplication on 1G  and an exponentiation on 2G  is 
listed in Table 2 (we have experimented it 100 times). By combining Table 1 and Table 2, 
and letting the ring size n  be 10, we get Table 3. Obviously, our scheme is highly efficient. In 
addition, our scheme uses only one key pair and one algorithm. Let the identity of a user be 
160 bit, the bit length of 1G  be 512 bit and the EXE file be 273KB in the above situation. Thus, 
our scheme is able to save key pair storage by 1184 bit and one EXE file storage by almost 
273KB.   

In addition, we compare our scheme in the ring signcryption mode ( 1n = ) with Han et al.’s 
[11] scheme in the signcryption mode.  The comparison is listed in Table 4. By combining 
Table 4 and Table 2, and letting the ring size n  be 1, we get Table 5. As the bilinear pairing is 
a very time consuming operation and scheme [11] is not pairing-based, the performance of 
scheme [11] is much better than ours. So designing pairing-free GRSC schemes will be our 
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next work. In addition, although scheme [11] is better than ours, it is not a ring 
signature/signcryption scheme, which means it does not allow anonymity.  
 

Table 1. Comparison of performance I 
Scheme Signcryption Un-signcryption Signature-size 

[40] SMnPa ⋅++ )32(  SMnPa ⋅+⋅3  ||)2(|| 1Gnm ⋅++  
[42] ExSMnPa +⋅++ )12(  SMnPa ⋅+⋅3  ||)2(|| 1Gnm ⋅++  
[43] SMnPa ⋅++ )42(  SMnPa ⋅+⋅4  ||)2(|| 1Gnm ⋅++  
[44] SMnPan ⋅++⋅ )12(2  SMnPan ⋅+⋅+ 2)12(  ||||)1(|| 1 qGnm +⋅++  
Ours ExSMnPa +⋅++ )3(  SMnPa ⋅+⋅3  ||)2(|| 1Gnm ⋅++  

 
Table 2. Cryptographic operation time (milliseconds) 

Pa SM Ex 
15.58 7.62 1.8 

 
Table 3. Comparison of performance II (milisecondes, n=10) 

Scheme Signcryption Un-signcryption 
[40] 190.84 122.94 
[42] 177.4 122.94 
[43] 198.46 138.52 
[44] 471.62 479.58 
Ours 116.44 122.94 

 
Table 4. Comparison of performance III (n=1) 

Scheme Signcryption Un-signcryption Signature-size 
[11] 2 SM⋅  3 SM⋅  1| | | | | | | MAC |m G q+ + +  
Ours 4Pa SM Ex+ ⋅ +  3 Pa SM⋅ +  1| | 3 | |m G+ ⋅  

 
Table 5. Comparison of performance IV (milisecondes, n=1) 

Scheme Signcryption Un-signcryption 
[11] 15.24 22.86 
Ours 47.86 54.36 

5.6 Application of the scheme 

Generalized ring signcryption can be applied in many practical areas. In general, if a person 
wants to sign a document anonymously, he/she can use a ring signature. If he/she wants to sign 
a document anonymously while keeping the document confidential, he/she can use a ring 
signcryption. Using our generalized ring signcryption, he/she just needs to hold one key pair 
and use one algorithm to achieve both functions. In this way, the key management and system 
deployment will be simplified. In the following, we give a concrete example to show the 
advantages of the generalized ring signcryption.  

In recent years, wireless body area networks (WBANs) have attracted much attention from 
both academia and industry. Multiple wearable or implanted intelligent physiological sensors 
will collect various vital signals in order to monitor the patient’s health status, and these 
collected signals will be transmitted wirelessly to a controller (mobile phone or PDA). Then 
the controller will transmit all this information to a remote health server, so that this 
information will be shared and processed by many doctors. Meanwhile, the patient can consult 
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doctors remotely through the WBANs. The doctors only need to know the bio-information of 
the patient while all private information such as name and age, etc. must be kept secret; 
therefore, anonymity must be provided [51,52]. At the same time, confidentiality and/or 
authentication must also be guaranteed. Generalized ring signcryption is well suited to this 
scenario. For bio-information, the controller can transmit it by ring signcryption to the remote 
health server to guarantee confidentiality, authentication and anonymity. For consulting 
information, the controller can transmit it by ring signature to guarantee authentication and 
anonymity as ring signature requires less computation. Using our generalized ring 
signcryption scheme, the controller will need to hold one key pair and use one algorithm only. 
It can be illustrated in Fig. 1. 

 
 

Fig. 1. Application of GRSC scheme in WBANs 
 

Now,  we will show in detail how our GRSC scheme is going to be applied in the WBANs. 
Firstly, the hospital runs the setup algorithm to produce the system public parameters 

 and the master secret key .  Secondly, the patients and doctors 
get their private keys  from the hospital. Thirdly, the sender patient spontaneously 
conscripts other n-1 patients to form a ring. For the Bio-information, he/she calls the GRSC 
algorithm in the ring signcryption mode to produce a ciphertext . For the 
consulting information, he/she calls the GRSC algorithm in the ring signature mode to produce 
a ciphertext . If ( represents the point at infinity),  is a ring 

signature. The receiver doctor verifies . If it holds true, he/she 

accepts  , or otherwise rejects . If ,  is a ring signcryption. The receiver doctor 

verifies . If it holds true, he/she recovers the message              

. 

6. Conclusion 
In this paper, we introduce a new concept of generalized ring signcryption, which can perform 
ring signature and ring signcryption with only one key pair and one algorithm. It is very 
suitable for a system which has a large number of users, or has limited storage space, or whose 
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function requirements may be changed later. Then we give a formal definition and a security 
model of GRSC and propose a concrete scheme. Our scheme is secure under the GBDH 
assumption and 'GDH  assumption in the random oracle model and allows unconditional 
anonymity. Compared with other identity-based ring signcryption schemes that use bilinear 
pairings, ours is a highly efficient one. Future work is to design GRSC schemes without 
bilinear pairings. 
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